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CONCEPT EIGHT

Our service structure depends on the integrity and effectiveness of
our communications.
The purpose of our services is to help our fellowship fulfill its
primary purpose: to carry the message to the addict who still
suffers. Honest, open, straightforward communication is essential
to both the integrity and the effectiveness of the NA service
structure. Unity, group responsibility and authority, delegation,
leadership, accountability, group conscience, participation—all
depend on good communication among the various elements of the
NA Fellowship. With regular two-way communication, our groups
and our services are well positioned to uphold the ideals and fulfill
the responsibilities described in our Twelve Concepts.

TRADITION EIGHT

Narcotics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our service centers may
employ special workers.
Tradition Eight builds on the guidance of Tradition Seven. Although we support ourselves
through our own contributions, there are times when we need assistance. Asking for help is an
act of humility, whatever the circumstance. There are many things we can do ourselves, but
we all need help from time to time. Gaining clarity about our needs and capabilities frees us
from dependency on one end of the spectrum and the illusion of self-sufficiency on the other.
We work best when we remember to act in a spirit of humility, unity, and anonymity.
Leadership skills in NA include holding our tongue, knowing our limits, and asking for help
when we need to.
Service offers growth. We come into NA broken, and we learn how to live. Much of that
learning happens in service; in fact, we expect one another to learn, grow, and develop new
skills in service. Sponsorship, mentorship, learning days, and guidelines all help us learn to do
the tasks set before us as we further our message. We know that this is an ongoing process,
and demanding perfection can keep us from moving ahead at all. Our knowledge grows as we
visit various types of service meetings. We learn to listen and find new interests. We may
move from one kind of service to another; after a long time in public relations service, for
example, we might focus our energy on group-level service for a while, or join an activities
committee. It can be good for us and good for the local NA community when we try new roles,
or when a new member dives into service.

This afternoon:
• Epolls
• Budget
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Motion V3: As WSC 2020 participants, we acknowledge our
understanding and acceptance that all 2020-2022 project
plans were created and offered before the current world crisis
and public health-imposed quarantine and will only be worked
on when and if the resources become available. We will
consider each project plan presented for the 2020-2022 cycle
on a project by project basis as required by current
conference policy with this qualification. We will also provide
priorities for the plans for new and revising existing Recovery
IPs, IDTs, and the Local Service Toolbox plan.
91% yes, 8% no, 2% abstain
116 yes, 10 no, 2 abstain, 2 pnv

total voting 128

Motion V4: To approve the Spiritual Principle a Day project
for inclusion in the 2020-2022 Narcotics Anonymous World
Services, Inc. budget.
90% yes, 9% no, 2% abstain
115 yes, 11 no, 2 abstain, 2 pnv

total voting 128

Motion V5: To approve the New Recovery Information
Pamphlets project plan.
66% yes, 32% no, 2% abstain
85 yes, 41 no, 2 abstain, 2 pnv

total voting 128

Motion V6: To approve the Revising Existing Recovery
Information Pamphlets project plan.
72% yes, 25% no, 3% abstain
92 yes, 32 no, 4 abstain, 2 pnv

total voting 128

Motion V7: To approve the Issue Discussion Topics (IDTs) project plan.
83% yes, 13% no, 4% abstain
104 yes, 17 no, 5 abstain, 4 pnv
total voting 126
Motion V8: To approve the Local Service Toolbox project plan.
85% yes, 13% no, 2% abstain
108 yes, 17 no, 2 abstain, 3 pnv
total voting 127
Motion V9: To approve the Role of Zones project plan.
78% yes, 18% no, 4% abstain
99 yes, 23 no, 5 abstain, 3 pnv
total voting 127
Motion V10: To approve the Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust
(FIPT) revision project plan.
84% yes, 13% no, 2% abstain
108 yes, 17 no, 3 abstain, 2 pnv
total voting 128

Straw Poll for Future Results

1. Do you want to come back together virtually as a
WSC in this conference cycle to consider CAR and
CAT motions?
76% 96
24% 30

a. Yes
b. No

Total responding to #1
126

2. If yes to question 1, do you want to consider all CAR
motions or some CAR motions?
68% 73
21% 23
10% 11

a. All
b. Some
c. None

Total responding to #2
107

All or Some
90%

3. If yes to question 1, do you want to consider all
remaining CAT motions or some CAT motions?
58% 62
31% 33
11% 12

a. All
b. Some
c. None

Total responding to #3
107

All or Some
89%

4. If yes to question 1, do you have a preferred time
window to begin? 60 days 90 days 6 months?
42% 41
31% 30
28% 27

a. 60 days
b. 90 days
c. 6 Months

Total responding to #4
98

Budget Amendments
Results
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How the Board oversee NAWS financial operations:
• Every month receive detailed financial spreadsheets
and a breakdown of NAWS financial status for
review
• Each Board meeting has corporate responsibilities
session
• Have been meeting weekly
• Business planning workgroup
• The budget is drafted by the ED & the Financial
Controller then sent to the Executive Committee
• Entire Board signs off

Contributions Report

contributionquestions@na.org

• Updates
• Plan for Saturday and Sunday
Ø next steps for a partial, virtual
WSC
Ø choose a focus for the project
plans to revise an IP
Ø create service material
Ø Issue Discussion Topics

JUST FOR TODAY

“Living just for today relieves the burden of the past and the fear of the future. We learned to
take whatever actions are necessary and to leave the results in the hands of our Higher
Power.” Basic Text, p. 94
In our active addiction, fear of the future and what might happen was a reality for many of us.
What if we got arrested? lost our job? our spouse died? we went bankrupt? and on, and on,
and on. It was not unusual for us to spend hours, even whole days thinking about what might
happen. We played out entire conversations and scenarios before they ever occurred, then
charted our course on the basis of “what if...” By doing this, we set ourselves up for
disappointment after disappointment.
From listening in meetings, we learn that living in the present, not the world of “what if,” is the
only way to short-circuit our self-fulfilling prophecies of doom and gloom. We can only deal with
what is real today, not our fearful fantasies of the future.
Coming to believe that our Higher Power has only the best in store for us is one way we can
combat that fear. We hear in meetings that our Higher Power won’t give us more than we can
handle in one day. And we know from experience that, if we ask, the God we’ve come to
understand will surely care for us. We stay clean through adverse situations by practicing our
faith in the care of a Power greater than ourselves. Each time we do, we become less fearful of
“what if” and more comfortable with what is.
Just for today: I will look forward to the future with faith in my Higher Power.

